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Introduction
Our purpose is to generalize Hamiltonian mechanics to the case in which the
energy function (Hamiltonian). H, is a distribution (generalized function) in the
sense of SCHWARTZ. We follow the same general program as in the smooth case;
see ABRAHAM [1]. Familiarity with the smooth case is helpful, althougb we have
striven to make the exposition self-contained, starting from calculus on manifolds.
The physical motivation for generalized mechanics is clear. Many systems in
use actually have singular Hamiltonians. Perhaps the most famous exampJe is
that of hard spberes in a box, extensively studied by SINAl. The potential energy
in this case is a surface delta function on the walls of the box and on each sphere.
Since the usual version of H.uoLTON'S equations break down (even as distributional equations), we view the flow as a limit of smooth flows. Unfortunately, the
variational theorems usually fail in the non-smooth case as is sccn from elementary
examples; see MARSDEN [5].
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One of the main theorems concerns existence of a now (defined almost everywhere) for a Hamiltonian whose singular support has measure zero. As the flow
need not be unique, we regard a physical system as being specified by H and a
sequence of (suitably well behaved) smooth functions H, converging to H. This
will then fix the now. The usual theorems on conservation of energy. Poisson
brackets and Liouville's theorem then carry over, although the methods are
quite different from the smooth case.
Chapter one deals with global distribution theory on manifolds. A certain
amount of this material is found in DE RHAM [1 J, although our approach is slightly
different. The main new concepts are the generalized Lie derivative and generalized
vectorfield with its associated flow.
Chapter two studies Hamiltonian systems in particular. Conservation laws
are given explicitly and the connection with the Bohr-Dirac "correspondance
principle" is proven. (This seems to have been first stated for manifolds by SEGAL
[I, p. 475J.) We also give some applications to statistical mechanics (a global virial
theorem) and show that the generalized eigenfunctions of a smooth Hamiltonian
system uniquely determine the flow. In the appendix to section 10, we show how
our methods yield non-smooth geodesic flows.
The Lagrangian formalism is not discussed. This offers no difficulty in practice,
as it may be converted formaJly to a Hamiltonian one (ABRAHAM [I, § 18]).
Of course, not all the theorems here are claimed to be new. We have striven
for clarity of the exposition rather than a concise report of new reSUlts. For the
reader interested in a global Hamiltonian formulation of some classical continuum
systems and quantum mechanics, we refer to MARSDEN [1 J.
I wish to thank RALPH ABRAHAM who inspired this work and also kAT WIGHtMAN and
Eo NELSON for reading the manuscript and makiDg many useful suggestions. I also thank CAJU)UNE BRoWNE for aD excellent job of typing, and my wife 01.YNJS for help in preparing the manuscript.

Glossary of Symbols

Our notation follows that of ABRAHAM [I] almost exclusively. However, the
following brief summary may be helpful. Numbers in brackets refer to the following sections where the definitions may be found and the prefIX "An refers to
ABRAHAM [I].

R, resp. C
R"
M
f:M-+N
m .... f(m)

(g,l
T",M
TM
T*M

'(M)
Fc(M)
~(M)·

the reals, resp. complex numbers,
Euclidean n-space, R x R x ... x R,
finite dimensional smooth, orientable manifold {A 3.2,
A 11.6},
mapping,
effect of the mapping f,
partition of unity {A 11.2},
tangent space to Mat meM (A S.3),
tangent bundle, U{T.. M: meM} (A S.3),
cotangent bundle (A 6.14),
smooth {erG} maps j: M -+ R {A 6.1 S},
elements of '(M) with compact support (1.2, 2.1).
linear maps ex: Fc(M) -+R {1.lff.},

'(M
6.
~(M

K·(A
~(M

a(M
a(M
5';'(k
fP:

a

r,{J.J

exl\P

"[X,}
Lx
ix

a

detoJ
diVa ~
Ila
F.:('
F,
Cl)

~g)
",: It

Px
A\B
,Ac

A"
bdA
(V, JI

FJ
is to
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times
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:ARolanu·
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generalized functions (distributions) (1.2. 2.1),
delta function at meM (22 ff.),
~(M)
C«> vectorfieJds; sections of TM (A 6.15).
~·(M)
C«> one-forms; sections of T* M (A 6.15)•
~(M)'
generaIized vectorfields (4.3).
tr(M)
k-forms (A 10.3).
tr(M),
generalized k-forms=C9urants (2.1).
9"/{M)
tensorfields of type (r. s) (A 6.15),
rp: d(M)-+tr(M), the natural embedding (2.1).
9"; (M)'
generalized tensorfields of type (r, s) (4.3).
IX 1\ P
exterior product (A 10.2), (3.1).
d
exterior derivative (A 10.S), (3.2),
[X, YJ
Lie bracket (A 10.12). (5.3),
Lx
Lie derivative (A 8.18), (3.3. 5.S),
inner product (A 10.12), (3.4. 5.4),
ix
!2
volume on M (A 11.4).
detnl
determinant (Jacobian) off: M -+ M (A 11.18).
divn X
divergence of Xe~(M)' (A 11.22), (5.6).
Pn
measure determined by (A 12.9).
F.: deN) -+!t-(M) pull back by F: M -+N (A 10.7). (2.S),
F,
flow; F,(m)=F(t, m), (t, m)eR xM (A 7.5), (6.1).
w
symplectic form (A 14.8)•
{I, g}
Poisson bracket (A 14.23), (7.4),
XH
Hamiltonian vector field of He:F(M)' (A 14.23). (7.3),
cP,: M -+ M
action of a Lie group (A 22.8).
momentum of X; Px(a.",)=«.· X(m) (9.1).
Px
A \B
set-theoretic difference,
AC
closure of A (A p. 236).
Asc~
sequential closure of.lf (l.1).
bdA
boundary of .If (A p. 236),
(Y, Vo, bd Vol
compact orientable manifold with boundary (A 12.11).
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Chapter One: Distributions on Maoifolds
§ 1. Generalized Quantities
From the global point of view. the most natural approach to distribution theory
is to regard a distributional "quantity" as a weak limit of "quantities", thus
avoiding unnecessary coordinates. The general situation, which will recur many
times in the sequel is as follows:
1.1. Definition. Let T be a (real) topological vector space, S a vector space and
rp: S-+ T

a monomorphism (one·to-one linear map). Elements of {rp(S)}IC, which denotes
all countable limits of elements of rp(S) (sequential closure) are called geaeralized
S quantities with respect to tp and T. and are denoted 5'. We ojten identify 5 and
rp(S).
23°

---~~-
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In this definition it is essential to use the sequential closure rather than the
closure to recover the Schwartz theory. The reason is as follows. In 1.1, the space
T is often L·, all real linear maps «: L -+ R for a vector space L. On L - we put the
relative product topology, sometimes called the weak .-topology or the pointwise
convergence topology. It is determined by: for any net «,eL-, «,-+«eL- iff
«,(v) -+«(v)eR for all veL. It can be shown that any point separating subspace
of L- is dense in L·. See KELLEY [I, p. 108-109]. (It is easy to see that L- is a
topological vector space.)
This situation occurs in the main theorem of the local theory which we shall
employ in a few proofs and is as follows:
1.2. Theorem (SCHWARTZ). Let ~(Rn) denote the smooth real functions on RIIwith compact support and define

1.1
smoot

by

n
deMt,
Tc
.viousl
so tha
suppc
Tt
where
(That
grablf
To se
all fl.
teristil

tp: '(Rn)-+~(R").

cpU)· g= Jfg dp

where p is Lebesgue measure. Then «e~(R")· is a generalized '(R,,) qutmtity iff
for every sequence flle~(R") with supports in a compact set K andf. together with
all its derivatit'es converge uniformly to zero, then aUJ -+0.
Furthermore, '(R"), is sequentially closed and sequential convergence defines
a topology (not obvious!).
For the proof we refer to any standard text on distribution theory (SCHWARTZ
[3], GELFAND [1], GARSOUX [1], or YOSIDA [1]).
As a further illustration, which will not be used in the sequel, we consider the
following example, often referred to as vector valued distributions, not to be confused with generalized vectorficlds, which we shall study later.
1.3. Definition. Let A be an orientable manifold and n: V -+ A be a vector bundle
over A equipped with a Riemannian metric ( , (a metric on the fibers of n). Let
Te(n) denote the smooth sections of n with compact support. Fix a volume a on A,
and let p be the corresponding measure.
Define

>

by

cpU)· g= J(f(a), g(a» dp(a).
A

Then generalized r(n) quantities are called geaeraUzed sec:tlons of n (using the
"'~ak .-topology).
Here it is easy to verify that cp is a monomorphism. Notice that n need not have
finite dimensional fibers, although A is finite dimensional, so this includes operator
valued distributions as well (Hilbert-Schmidt operators, for example).

-

,

§ 1. Geaeratized Forms
This section develops some of the basic properties of geDeralized forms such
as the action of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, and integratioD. IDtegration is always done with respect to a fixed orientation (ABllAHAM [1, § 12]).
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2.1. Definition. Let dim M =n and ~(M) denote the k-/onns on M which are
smooth and have compact support. Define

put the
)intwise .
eL* iff
lbspace
L* is a

by

,e shan

ronR"

'ily iff
'r with

'efines
'ARTZ

r

:rthe
con-

'I1Idle
. Let
'n A,

the

ave
,tor

.,: tr(M) .... a:-i(M)*

J

.,(<<) • II = « A II .
Then generalized at(M) quantities are called geaeralized k-forms and are
denoted at(M),. We writel';(M)=D~(M) and '(M),=DO(M),.

To justify the definition we must check that tp is a monomorphism. It is obviously R-linear. Suppose «(m)+O. Using a local chart. we can find /lea;-i(M)
so that in this chart a.A/I=f dX1A '''Ad~ wherefe;O,f(m»O and has compact
support. Then J« A /I =4= 0, which proves the assertion.
Thus we regard at(M)cat(M)'. Similarly we may regard atu(M)cat(M)·.
wbere Di.r(M) denotes the (equivalence classes of) locally integrable k-forms onM.
(That is, for each /lea;-l.(M) and volume D, tI. A /I = J, D where J, is locaJly integrable with respect to PD.) (This condition depends only on the orientation.)
To see that rp: atu(M) .... a'(M)· is a monomorphism, suppose Jf,dp=O for
aU p. For U eM open with U C compact there are f,.e~(M) so f,. t Cu , the characteristic function of U. Hence, by a theorem of Lebesgue,

I J, dp=limit I J, I,. dp=limit I I,.. , d/l=O.
V

."110

""CO

Thus, as the open sets generate the measurable ones, J, =0 almost everywhere.
Hence a.=0. To see that rp(a.)ed(M)'. we may use standard approximation theorems, for example BERBERIAN [I, p. 220] with his!t' replaced by~, or we can use
1.21ocally (see 3.7 below for coordinate language).
The next theorem gives a connection between convergence as distributions
and pointwise convergence. Recall that a family {f.} of real continuous functions
is called equi-CODtinuous at meM iff for all £>0 there is a neighborhood U of
m such tbat m'e Uimplies 1/.(m)-f.(m')I<s for all ct.
2.1. Proposition. Supposef,. andf are continuous at xeM and thefamil)' {f.}
is equi-continuous at x. Then if f ..... / in '(M)',f.(x) .... f(x).
Proof. Consider those n such thatf.(x) > I(x). We shall show this SUbSeqUence~
converges to lex). The case f.(x)~ I(x) is similar. Given £>0, choose a neighborhood U of :x such that yeU implies If.(x)-I.{}') I <e/3.IJ(x)-f(y)l<e/3 and
/,,(y) > f(y), for all n.
-No~there is an N so that ne;N implies there is aye U so If,,(y)-/(y)l<eI3.
For, it not, choose a smooth map tp: M .... R; O:;;rp:;; I so rp=O outside U and rp =1
on a neighborhood Vc U. Then

I U.. -j) rp d/l~&JJ{Jl)/3
ch
te-

contradicting III -+ fin' (M),.
Thus n~Nimplies
1/,,(x)-f(x)I~If.(:x)-I.(Y)I+If.(Y)-I(Y)I+lf(Y)-/(x)I<B.

0

. ,.

"'"~~'''''------------_lI:t:::~~·.·
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Without equi-continuity, tbe proposition is false. For example, sin(nx}-+O
in , (RY but not pointwise. For furtber results along these lines see BEL'I1lAMJ [l].
Examples of generalized forms are commonplace. For instance, if meM define
~meQ"(M)' by lJm(f) f(m}, the Dirac delta function. Notice tbat it is properly
interpreted as a generalized n-form, or measure and not a generalized function.
'rbat lJ",ea"(M)' is easy to see. In fact suppose V. are open sets, VaHm} and f.
bas support in V. and
0=1. ThenfaO-+~...
Similarly we can define surface lJ-functions. Let ScM be an orientable submanifold of codimension k. Define lJseet(M)' by

=

Jf..

J

~s(<<)= i_tx;

s

txen:-I:(M)

wbere i: S -+ M is inclusion and • denotes the pull-back. It is an easy exercise in
approximation (or by 1.2) to show that these are honest generalized forms.

1.3. Definitions. A generalized n-jorm « is called positive iff fe~(M). f~ 0
implies tx(f)~O. Similarly, ge'(M), is called positive relative to the orientation
iff he~(M), h~O implies g(ht2)~O where a is a representative of the orientation.
For txe~-l(M)-, Vc.M open, we define txl Ve~-I:(V)- by txl V(ft)=tx(ft).
and
supptx=M\U{UcM: U open. IXIU=O}

.---

I~
ti

•
a
~

~

Tbi
The co
positiv
Fo]
genera
For ex
No
and txl
locally
Tbl
as fOUl

1.5
F-:O
et(N}'

A/soF

Pre
coinci(

the support of tx. and

~.)

singsupptx=M\U{UcM: U open. IXIU is smooth}

the siDgular support, where "IX 1V smooth" means «I Ueet(M}ca;-l(M}-.
It is easy to check that these definitions coincide with the usual ones. For
example, iff: M -R is locally integrable, thenf~O, a.e., iff cp(f)~Oiff cp(JO)~O.
Using a partition of unity, we conclude at once that if IXI U.=O for an open cover
{Ua, then tx =0. From this fact it is easy to see that the definition of support coincides with the usual one if tx is smooth or locally integrable.
Also, if txea;-I:(M)- and for some open cover {V.}. txl U.eet(U.)'. then
txeet(M),. In fact, if {g,} is a subordinate partition of unity and cp(tx!)_«1 U,
in ot(ViJ. then cp(ftJ)-« where

which
clear t

Fit

1.'

beap4

(the .n.
elf

. .1.4. Theorem (RJESz-MARKOFF-GELFANO). Let w be a positive generalized
n-form on M. Then there is a unique regular Borel measure p. on M such that

we/)= Jf dp ...
for each fe~(M) (regular Borel=positive Rodon measure).
Proof. For g continuous with compact support, g~O, define w(g) =sup{w(f):
fe~(M) and O~f~g}. Then it is an easy exercise to check that this extension
maps into R and is linear and positive. Hence it is represented by a measure (a
Radon measure). 0

and co
SUppal

say it i
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This proposition seems to bave been first observed by GELFAND-VlLENJCIN {4].
The converse is also true; that is, each Borel measure (in fact every Radon measure,
positive or not) defines a OJefr' by the above formula.
For example, the measure associated with ~". is the point measure at m. In
general a non-positive generalized n-form is not associated with a signed measure.
For example, on R consider 6' (f) = -I' CO).
Note that from the Radon-Nikodym theorem, if 00 is a positive smooth n-form,
and «eD"(M)', «~O, then p~4.PftI (absolute continuity) iff r:t.=/oo for some f
locally integrable.
The action of diffeomorphisms on forms extends uniquely to generalized ones
as follows:
1.S.Theorem. Let F: M -+N be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism. Then
F*: rt(M)-+at(N) has a unique extension
rt(N),.Infact,

as a continuous map F*: !1(M), ...

./~O

rtation
'ation.

'«(Pl,

Also F* is an isomorphism and homeomorphism and satisfies
(FoG)*=F*oG*.
Proof. Consider F so defined. It is obviously continuous. To show that it
coincides with the usual definition we must sbow, for r:t.eat(M), pea;-"(M),

J« AF. P= JF* «AP

For
)~O.

:over
:ointhen
flUi

which is clear by the cbange of variables formula (ABRAHAM [1, 12.7]). It is also
dear that «ert(M), implies F*«ert-(N),. The rest is obvious. 0
Finally, in this section we discuss briefly the integration of generalized forms.
1.6. DefinitioD. Let Cl) be a generalized n-form with compact support. Let {gl}
be a partition of unity with supp(gl) compact. Define

JW=Lw(g,)eR
,
(the sum has only a/inite number of non-zero terms).

Clearly, the definition is independent of the partition of unity, since
(zed

and coincides with the usual integral when co is smooth. If 00 does not have compact
support but the sum in 2.6 converges (possibly to + 00) independeDt of {gl}' we
say it is integrable.
Positive generalized n-forms are integrable and

f):
ion

(a

J00= L co(g,)~ 00
I

and this coincides with I d Po> by Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem.
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Also, if 0 is a volume and / is #Lo-integrable, then I/a =I / d P.o if we use the
positive and negative parts of /.

2.7. Theorem (Change of Variables). Let F: M ..... M bean orientation preserving
diffeomorphism. Recal, that if 0 is a volume, detFe.F(M) is defined by F.!2=
(detF)!2. Then
.
0) if wert'(N)' has compact support, or is positive or is integrable, then
I F·w=Iw;
(il) if p. is the measure 0/ !2 and / is p.-integrable, then

C
conti

T
3.
extell

i
In/Oj

If d#L= J(fo F)(detF) d#L.

~

Proof. The first part is clear since if {g,} is a partition of unity, so is {g,oF}.
For the second part it is sufficient to show that F. p. =(detF) p. by HALMos
[1. p.163]. Thus, we must show F. #La==#LF.a' But this follows from

ti

i
~

Jg F. 0= J<F· g) d#La= Jgd(F. p.o).
The integral

0

j

I: (2" (M)~ ..... R is not continuous. For example, on R, c5m, ..... 0 if
since

2.B. Proposition. I is the unique mapping/rom generalized n-forms with compact
support to R such that I is the usual integral on m(M) and if w, ..... co all having
supports In some compact set, then I w, ..... I w.
Proof. First, I has this property, for if A is the compact set and {g,} is any
partition of unity,
I: w(g,) =L limit Wj(g.) =limit L Wj(g,)

t

p
SUbOl

5

m, ..... oo. but I~ml=J. Nevertheless, we have:

since

(~

,

'j

j

..

I
~

Hcnc

~theol
~

the u

,

is a fixed finite sum.

For uniqueness. if wea"(M), and has compact support. there are w,em(M)
so w, ..... w and all have support in some compact set, as we see by multiplying by a
suitable function with compact support. 0
Finally we remark that the hypothesis that diffeomorphisms preserve orientation,
used in this section, is really not restrictive for connected manifolds, for if F is
orientation reversing for !2. then it is orientation preserving for -!2.

I

§ 3. Exterior Algebra

IX

~
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~
~

This section covers more analytical aspects of generalized forms. The main
goals are to extend the exterior and Lie derivatives to the generalized case. We
state the de Rbam regularization theorem and deduce a few important consequences such as the generalized Poincare lemma. We also prove the important "flow
theorem" relating the Lie derivative to its flow in the generalized case.
3.1. Definition. Let tt.err(M)' and pe!2'(M). Then define tt.Aperr+'(M), by

for

i

!'

(the!
N
has 1l
thed
woul.
H
by eel

,
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~
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for
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Clearly this coincides with the usual definition and is uniquely determined by
continuity in a.
The basic theorem on the exterior derivative is:

e use the
reserving
v F.O= .

3.1. Theorem. The exterior derivative 4: at(M) -+a'+l(M) Iuzs a unique
extension to a continuous map (denoted by the same letter)

,Ie, then
d: rt(M)'-+a+ 1 (M)'.
In/act, da(ft) =( -l't+ 1 a (4P) and salisfies
(i) II is R-linear and, d(a A p}=(da) A fJ +( -lta A d P/orae~(M)',peO' (M),
(ii) 404=0,
(iii) if aear-I(M), and has compact support, 4a =0.

[g,oF}.

J

HALMOS

Proof. We first prove (iii) in case a is smooth. Let {gl} be a partition of unity
subordinate to some atlas, so that
.

Jda=I:J
g 4a=I:i d(g,a)
I
,
1

since
ompact
hating

Hence it is sufficient to prove the result in R". But there it is obvious by Stokes'
theorem (ABRAHAM [I, p. 82]).
Now d so defined is clearly continuous. To show that the result coincides with
the usual one, note that

r

J

J(da}AfJ= d(aA/J}+( _1)1;+1 aAdp

r

=( -It+! rtA4P,

~(M)

gbya

for rtE~(M) and fJea;-t-l(M}.
Now (i) and (ii) are dear by continuity or directly. For (iii),

.ation,
if F is

Jda= 1:, 4ce(g,) = l:(
, -l)"rt(4g,)=O

main
:. We

J

~uen

'flow
j

)' by

(the sums are finite). 0
Notice that 3.2 (ill) gives an easy proof that a compact oricntable n-manifold
has nib de Rham cohomology group non-trivial (same for Cech cohomology by
the de Rham isomorphism). In fact. if 0 is a volume 412=0; but if 12=4a we
would conclude dpo =0.
If F: M -+ N is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, then we conclude
by continuity, or directly that

I

i

I

I
I

~

F*(ce A P)=F* rt A F* /J

and
for aeri(M), and /JeO'(M).
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3.3. Theorem. Let X be vectorfield (C CO ) on M and Lx: at(M) .... at(M) the
Lie derivative. Then Lx has a unique continuous extension (denoted by the same
letter)
Lx: rt(M), -+ rt(M),.
In fact,
(Lx a) . P= -«(LxP)·
Moreover, we have

3,
sefJIU

such

(i) Lx is R.linear, and

and J
forml

for aeat(M)" {Jea/(M);
(il) Lxda=dLxa;
(iii) if F: M .... N is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, F*(Lx «)=
L,..x F* a;
(iv) if P has compact support,

I Lx a A P = - Ja A Lx P .
Proof. Since Lx(a A P) =d ix(a A P) if a, P are smooth, (iv) follows in this case
from 3.2 (ill), and the rest of the proof proceeds like the proof of 3.2. 0
In a similar way we have the following:
3.4. Theorem. Let X be a (smooth) vectorjield on M andix : rt(M) -+at- 1(M)
Ihe inner product. Then ix has a unique continuous extension

InfaCI (ix «)' P=( _1)1+1 «(ix p)for aeat(M),. Moreover,
(i) ix is R-linear, and ix(a AP)=(ix«) A P+( - It« A ix P;
(il) ixoix=O;
(ill) Lx=ixod+doix;
(iv) i lx . r)=Lxo ir-iro Lx;
(v) L[X=fLx+(df)Aix;
(vi) Ltx.r)=Lxo 4-4 0 Lx;
(vii) if F: M .... N is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, then F*(ix«)=
i~~ F* 0:.

The next theorem is slated without proof and may be found in DE RHAM
[1, p. 80]. (This theorem plays an important role in DE RHAM's study of the homology of manifolds and says tbat the cohomology and generalized cohomology
groups are equal.)
A subset B of ~(M) is called boUDcled iff for any p~O and some covering by
coordinate charts, all derivatives up to order p are uniformly bounded and all
clements of B have their support in some compact seL

o
Reca
Cleal
0:(,,)3.
ane~

(ii
p

~emn:

cons'
F
A

3.
(com.
is dij;

Inpa,

PI
Lets
F,* P
convc
g~=L

theol'l
tbCOI'l

and c:
FI
11
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sequence of R-/inear maps
R.: U(M)' - a(M)
All: a(M)'_a-J(M)'

such that for each aeat(M)',
Rlla-a=IIA"a+A" lIa
and A,,(a(M»c:Qi-J{M); iffe'(M)', A,./=O. Also, RII a-a and Aller-a uniformly on bounded sels.

i

Of interest in mechanics is a consequence, the generalized Poincare lemma (3.6).
Recall that a is dosed ill lIa=O and is exact iff a=lIp for some pert-I(M),.
Clearly if a is exact, then a is closed. and a is closed iff for aU exact }'e~-l{M),
a (1') =0.
.

a)=

Q

3.6. Corollary. (i) Suppose ae!~(M)' and lIa=O. Then/or each meM, there;s
neighborhood U of m and a generalized k - I form "I on M so that
aIU=lIyIU,

case

(ii) if fe'(M), and df =0. and M is connected. then f is constant.

'" .

(M) .

k~l;

Proof. (i) er=Rna-dAlla so that dRna=O. Hence by the smooth Poincare
lemma, R. a is locally exact. For (il) we have f = R.I. so I is smooth and hence
constant. 0
For a direct alternative proof of (i), see MARSDEN [3].
Another theorem of basic importance in mechanics is the following:
3.7. Theorem (Flow Theorem). Suppose X Is a smooth vectoifield on M with
(complete) Ilow F,. Then/or each aeQi(M)', the map

' .... F,.aeat(M)'

is differentiable and
at

1=

gy

oy
III

'=1.

In particular, Ll'a=O iff a. =F,.a.for all t.
Proof. Let R" denote the smoothing operator of 3.S and fix a>O, and pea;-l.
Let g"(t)=F,.(R,,a). p and l(t)=F,.(a.)· p. Now for -a~t~a the set of all
F,. P is clearly a bounded set as Fr is a smooth map on R x M. Therefore. gIl
converges uniformly to I for -a~t~a. However, the derivative of gIl' say
g~=Lx(F,.(R"a».p, converges uniformly to Lx(F,.a).p by the smooth flow
theorem and the same boundedness arguement. Therefore by an elementary
theorem in analysis (APosToL [1, p.402]) the derivative of I exists on -a~t~a
and equals Lx(F,.a.)· p. Since a was arbitrary, we have the result. 0
For a direct alternative proof using 1.2 in local coordinates, see MARSDEN [3].
This theorem is the analogue of ABRAHAM [1, 8.20] in the smooth case.
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Thus, if X is a smooth vectorfield, it induces a one-parameter group (flow) on
'(M), and !iCM)' in a natural way with infinitesimal generator Lx. We can recover the original flow according to the following:

wher
'(II
In fi

3.S. Proposition. Let X be a smooth vectorjield on M with (complete) Ilow F,.
If m, =F,(m), then
F,- ~... =~.... ,

i x" ..
I
(

Also, meM is a critical point 01 X (i.e., XCm) =0), ifl
F,- ~... =~".

iff Lx~... =O.

The proof is immediate from 3.7 and the definitions.
Finally. in this section we briefly describe the more familiar coordinate language, leaving proofs to the reader.
For le'(M)'. we define, in a coordinate chart, fJI/ox'e'(U)' by

~~ (gdxl 1\. ... I\. dx
ox

ft
)

=

by 3
q> de
}

-f(~
dx l ", ... I\.dx")'
ox

Then we see that this equals
(-1)'+ I df(gd Xl

'" ... I\. dx' 1\. ... I\. dx ft)

F
.~span

and so coincides with the usual derivative when I is smooth and

df=

1

L .g.",dx'.
ox

For OJea"(M)' and D a volume there is a unique generalized function

OJ=ID.

I, so

wheJ
so til

Finally, every lXeat(U)' can be written uniquely

1
we I

a(A
4

for IX ....... generalized functions.

§ 4. Generalized Teasors
Although tbe only generalized tensors required later are forms and vectorfields. we briefly consider the general case for completeness.
We begin with an alternative description of generalized forms which leads
naturally to the definition of generalized tensor. Recall that there is an isomorphism

t/I:

a(M)

the s
(

-..c"

whereL~ denotes the alternating , (M)-multilinear maps IX: ~(M) x· .. x~(M) ....
'(M). (ABRAHAM [I, § 8].) In fact,

(i

"'(IX)' (X h ... ,X.Hm)=«(m). (X I (m), .... X.(m».

4.1. Proposition. t/I has a unique continuous extension
"': a(M)' .... .c~

t~wh6
,
I
I

•
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.here L!' is the alte17lllling '(M}k-multilinear mops a: teeM) x· .. x!C(M)i(M)'. and as generalized quantities have the usual pointwise convergence topology.
In joct. t/I is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism, and !/I(er) (Xb •••• x.) =
ir.... ix, alk! (see 3.4).
Proof. By use of a partition of unity. it is sufficient to prove the result locally.
Clearly, if ae!r(M)', then t/laeL!'. Also,

q>(a(X J .... , X.»=q>

i!

(ix.... .ix • a)

late lan-

by 3.4. so that t/I as defined on !reM), is an extensioD of !/I on CI(M). As usual,
the natural embedding.
Also notice that for aea-(M)" we~(M), we bave

~ denotes

(t/lIX)(Xtt .. ·,Xt)·w=

i!

a(ix.· .. ix.w).

From this formula. t/I is clearly continuous. Also.1/t is one-to-one as ix..... ix. (tJ
span all tbe n-k forms.
To show I/t is onto. Jet peL!' and define a by
a(ix .... i x , co)=k! p(X ...... X,,)· Q)

n/. so

where Xi> ... , Xl are basis vectors and extend by linearity. If P,-p. then a,-a
so that aea-(M), and t/I-l is continuous. 0
Therefore. in the language of L~' all the structure of at(M)' carries over, and
we have, by continuity. the following basic formulae. (By abuse. we identify
!!(M), and L!'.)

4.1. Proposition. LeI aeC1(M)'. {Jea'(M) and Xete(M). Then we have
(i)

= L (sign n) a (X. (1) .... , X.(,,»){J(X.(HJ)' ,,,,X.(HI»)/(k+ l)!,

:ctotleads
bism

aA{J(X J ..... X H1 )

Ihe sum being over all permutations n;

(ii) (Lxa)(XI ..... X.)

= Lx [a (X J> ... ,X,,)]f)-+

(iii)

d«(Ko ..... X.)=

+

L

O~i<J"

where

L" a(X
'-I

I • ...

,[X,XJ .... ,X,,).

rLt.. o(-1)/ Lx,a(Xo , ..., X" ...,X,,)
(-l)'+J«([X"x J].X o , ...

XI denotes that X, is omitted.

,x

J , ... ,XJ]/(k+l)

..-......... _ ..... -____ .. _____............"",-».::..._-::::-o;,h=";;·,,-;;_,,;;,:,...-~y:,;,;:··;.ss5Z"==IIi:C:au=:''':::':I'!i:li:llll!lllIaill:::!~_ _ _ _1&':
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Proposition 4.1 motivates this:

and if X

4.3. Definition. Let 9;'{M) denote the tensor/ields of type (r, s) on M . .A. generalIzed tensorfield of type (r. s) on M is an '(M}multillnear mapping
t: !l'* (M) x ... x ",* (M) x !l'{M) x ... x !,,(M) -+ '(M)'
where r copies of !"*(M) and s of "'{M) appear. Generalized tensor/ields are
denoted r, (M)'.
In particular. !"(M), =90 I(M)' are generalized vedorfielcls. (!"*(M)' is identified with DI(M)' by 4.1.)
On 5;'(M), we put the topology of pointwise convergence, so that t,-+t iff

t,(a, • .... a,. X, •.... XJ· w-+ t{a lt .... a,. X 1> .... x,)· w
for all a,ego*(M). XJe~(M) and we~(M).

An alternative way to define 9;'(M)' is by means of generalized quantities (§ 1)
as the next proposition shows.
4.4. Proposition. Let L~(M)* denote the' (M}multilinear maps

We I
gcomell)
in the ap

Thes
vectorfiel
mild extc
5.1. I

(which is.

t: !l'*(M) x· .. x "'*(M) x "'(M) x .. · x!"(M) -+ D:;(M)*

with thep
Generalizl
with the pointwise convergence topology. Define rp: 9;'(M) -+L!(M)* in the .
(see § 1).
obvious way (2.1). Then rp is a monomorphism. and 9;'{M)' defined above are
exactly the generalized 97(M) quantities. In particular. r,(M), is sequentially
/>:~learJ
closed in L!(M)*.
ta._.a.
Then 1
The proof is a simple modification of 4.1 and so is omitted.
We can define support. singular support, smooth etc. as in § 2. and the same
5.2.11
elementary properties bold.
L: !reM)

Similarly. ® has a unique extension

®: 5;' (M)' x 5;P{M) -+ 5;~~P(M)'.
and tbe action of an orientation preserving diffeomorphism F: M -+ N extends
to a map:
F*: §",,'(N)' -+ 5;'(M)'.

The Lie derivative also extends to a map:
Lx: 9';'(M), - 9';'(M)'

for Xe!£(M).
Also. in local coordinates a tensor has the usual expansion only with generalized
coefficients. instead of smooth ones.
After this extension it is not hard to guess or to prove what properties hold.
For example.
Lx(t ® t')={Lx t) ® t' +t ® Lx t.

X(df)e~

Proof.
tinuous aJ
Also,.J
locally (us
To sh(
claim X,c
globally, ]
similar ar!
Thisth
coordinate
5.3. n
!reM) -+fl
and the Jal

F*(Lx t)=L,.xF* t.

(Fo G)*=F* 0 G*

holds; Xe~

~
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F"
d

eaeral-

F,.Lxt=Tt(F,.t) at t=T.

'ds are

We have made no systematic attempt at generalizing classical differential
geometry, such as connections etc. Hints as to how this might be done are given
in the appendix to § 10. See also MARSDEN [5].

~

§ 5. Geueral1zecl Vedorfields

iden-

The goals of this section are an extension of the Lie derivative to generalized
vectodields and their cbaracterization as generalized derivations. We also prove a
mild extension of GAUSS' divergence theorem.

5.1. Definition. Let D denote the set of derivations
6: '(M)-'(M)

s (§ J)

(which is isomorphic to .f"(M); ABRAHAM [I, § 8]), and D· the derivations
9: '(M) - a~(M)·
7

with the pointwise convergence topology. Define tp: D -D· in the obvious way (2.1).
Generalized D-quantities are called generalized derivatioDS and are denoted D'

the

e are

(see § 1).

Itially

Clearly D' consists of derivations 6: , (M) -+, (M)' but need not be all of
:hem.
Then we have:

/ f F I "'
'.
.

[
same

;ends

lized
lold.

5.2. Theorem. The map L: ~ (M) - D; X ... Lx has a unique continuous extension
L: ~(M)'-D' and is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism. In fact, Lx(f)::
X(df)e'(M),.
Proof. It folJows at once from the definitions that L maps into D' and is continuous and '(M)-linear.
Also, L is cJearly one-to-one, for X(df) =0 for allfe'(M) implies Xis zero
locally (using a basis) and hence globaIJy.
To show Lis onto. suppose 9,-+9 and 8,eD. Let 9,=Lx1 for X,e~(M). We
claim X, converge in .f"(M)'. But this is clear locally using coordinates, and hence
globally. If X is the limit, obviously 8=Lx (see similar situations in § 3). Bya
similar argument it fonows that L -1 is continuous. 0
This tbeorem allows us to define the Lie bracket (a direct definition in terms of
coordinates is also possible). As usual we often write X ./ tor Lx f.
5.3. Theorem. The Lie bracket has a unique extension to
PI (M) -+ ~ (M), continuous in the first variable. In/act,

L,x, '1,f=Lx (L'I f)-Lr(Lx f)e'(M)'
and the Jacobi identity
[X, [Y,Z]]=[[X, Y].Z]+[Y,[X,Z]]

holds; Xe!I(M)', Y, Ze!I(M).

Q

map ( , J:

~(M)'

x
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Proof. Consider the derivation
8U}=Lx L rf-Lr L xf·

We claim OeD'. Suppose X,-+X. Then since Lr is continuous (3.3). [Lx, Lr] -+0.
Thus 0 defines a vectorfield [X. Y]e~(M)', continuous in Xby S.2. The theorem
follows. 0
Also by continuity, observe that if F: M -+N is an (orientation preserving)
diffeomorphism, then
Ft[X, Y]=[F· X,Ft Y].
(Here F· X is given by (Ft X)(f)=Ft(X(Ftf)).)
In local coordinates, if X='LX'ojox';X'e.F(U)' and Y=I.yiojox';
Y'eF(U), then
[X, Y]= L (X'oY'/ox'- Y'oXJ/iJx')ojox i .
',)

where ae
(i)-Cm) tJ

Weals

and is ate
Finall~

5.6. D
is defined j
and is ca/~
determine"

In a 101

5.4. Theorem. Let ae!r(M). k~O and consider the map i: ~(M)-+Ql-l(M);
X .... ixa. Then i has a unique continuous extension

i: ~(M)'-+!t-l(M)'.
In/acl. ixex(Xz • .•.• X.J=X(exxl ... xIJe§'(M)' where

exxz ... x.. (Y)=ex( Y, X 2' •••• Xi>'
We have. in addilion,/or each aeOl(M). pea'(M). Xe~(M)',

(i) ix{ex "p)={ixa) "P+{ -I)ia/dx P;
(ii) ixa=X(ex) if k=l. and ixex=O if k=O; and
(iii) ilx. rJ=ixLr-Lrix for Ye~(M).
Proof. Merely observe that ix so defined is continuous in X and coincides with
the usual inner product if X is smooth. The rest holds by continuity. 0
In a similar way we may prove:
5.S.Theorem. Let aeOl(M) and L: ~(M)-+Ol(M); X .... Lxa. Then Lhas Q
unique continuous extension L: ~(M)'-+(f{M)'. In/act, Lxf%=tiixa+ixtia, and
i

(Lxa)(X, ..... X,.)=Lx(a(X, ..... Xi»)Moreover.

L ex (X I' .... [x. X,], ""Xi)'

~

,d) div.

For the
STOKES

5.7. PrI
boundary tl
. Yo. and

where i: be:

Proof. l

'''I

(i) LxJ=X(d/);
(ii) Lxd=dLx :
(ill) Lx(aAp)=(Lxa)"p+aALxp:

(iv) LIX , fJa=LxLra-LrLxa;
(v) if F: M -+ N is an (orientation preserving) diffeomorphism F*{Lx«)
=LFOXF*a;

(vi) L1xa=fLxa+(df)"ixa.;
(vii) i,K rl=Lxiy-iyLx,

Also. by ~
(i) if j

then we cIa
the sum or
Hence
converges.
and also
24 ~.a.ul
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where «e!Y-(M), Xe!£(M)', Ye~{M),fe'(M). (It is also easy to see that
(i)-{ili) determine Lx: r1(M)~r1{M)' uniquely.)

We also have a unique extension
L)']~B •

.,

Lx: §",r (M) .... 5;r(M)'

theorem
eserving)

and is a tensor derivation. (See § 4.)
Finally in this section we consider divergence:
5.6. Definition. LeI
is defined by

Xe~(M)'

and!2 be a volume on M. Then divnXe'(M),

Lx O=(divnX) 0
and is called the divergence of X with respect 10 Q. (Of course, divnX is uniquely
determined. )
In a local chart, if Q=dx l

/\

·.·/\dX', then

.

" ax'

dlvnX=L~'
, .. J vX

Also, by continuity, we have for Xe!I{M)' the following:
(i) if !(m):f:O for a11 meM,fe'{M),

div In X =divn X + (Lx f)1I:

~

(li) divn(gX)=gdivnX+Lxg;ge'(M).
For the proofs in the smooth case, which also hold here. see ABRAHAM [I, p. 77).
STOKES' theorem (ABRAHAM [I, p. 82]) has the following mild generalization.

les with

5.7. Proposition. LeI (V, Vo• bd Vol be a compact orientable manifold with
boundary and «ea"-J(V), hav£> singular support Ce. Vo. Then d« Is integrable on
Vo, and

l.has a
foe, and

where i: bd Vo ~ V is the inclusion map.
Proof. First, let wea"-l{y)' and

C = sins supp Ct) e. Vo ,
then we claim that w is integrable on Yo' Let {g,} be any partition of unity and h
the sum of g I with supports intersecting C, the sum being finite as C is compact.
Hence

L w(g,)=w(h)+ J{l-h)w

'(Lx oe)

converges, as (1 -h)w is smooth. If {gil is another partition of unity,
and also
24

J(l-h)co- J {l-h')w=J {h' -h)w
J hw-I h'a>=J(h-h')co
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so that CLl is integrable. In particular. dcz is integrable. For the theorem. we have
by definition:
•
I hdcz= - J(dh)Acz

the problem ,

point below.
theorem (Y0l!
and Jeadsto I
6.1. DefiD

since I d(hcz) =0 by 3.2 (iij).. On the other band,
(I-h) dcz=d(1-h)a:)+(dh) Aa.

fields with COil

able) flow F, !
(i) F,' .... l
(ii)for ea4
with CcK an

both terms of whicb are smooth as dcz =0 on C. Therefore

I dcz= I d({l-h)cz)
Yo

Yo

==

I

i.(l-h)a.=

as h==O on bd VOl using

I

i.a.

One may
vectorfields sl
one needs to !
is usually a ru

bd Yo

bd Yo

theorem. 0
From this we bave Gauss' divergence theorem:
5.8. Corollary. Let (V. VOl bd Vol be a compact orientable manifold with
boundary and Xeoi'(M)' have singular support Cc: Vo. If 0 is a volume on V. then
STOKES'

I (diva X) l2=

Yo

6.2. 'I1leo1'l
that is, F,+.

=

r i.(ixa)·

Proof. Clc:
Kl compact se
for any 8>0, t
such that F.' fOrmi~bein:
•g

bd Yo

In partial/or if X is incompressible (diva X =0). then

F, 0 l~')intwi

union of these
The basic ~

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 5.7 and the fact that (diva X) l2=
LxO=d ixO. 0

6.3.TIIeon

§ 6. Flows
As we saw in the Introduction. tbere is a clear pbysical need for assigning a
flow to a generalized vectorfield. This is the central problem of this section.
To motivate the approach. we consider an example. On R2 consider the generalized vectorfield
o
0

(i) X btu
('Ii) sing su
(iii) there a
of open sets U,
(iv) divoX,
I

X(q.p)=p oq -cS(q) op

Then X Iw
converges as in

for (P. q)eR xR. and lJ the delta function. As we sball see later. this is the vectorfield associated with the Hamiltonian,

Since the th
poned until 8.4
The bypath

H(q.p)=!p2+ V(q)

where V(q)=l if q~O and V(q) ==0 if q<O. Now approximating H by smooth
functions H, .... H. we see that the Dows converge almost everywhere to the discontinuous Dow one expects from high school physics. The Dow is energy and
measure preserving.
CJassically. following KOOPMAN. we would properJy view this Dow as a unitary
Dow on L 2 (R 1 ). If the Dow were smooth, we would expect the infinitesimal generator to be just X itself, but this is not true here. In otherwords. one cannot shortcut

: Otherwise, we ,
: set U and bas c
The flow F,
! discontinuity 81
; like
.

!

24-

f
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we have,

the problem of flows using Stone's theorem. We shall say a little more on this
point below. (Another possible method would be the use of the Trotter-Kato
theorem (YosIDA [I, p. 272]), although this is more complicated than our method
and leads to severe technicalities.}
6.1. DefiDJtion. LeI X be a generalized vectorjield on M and X, smooth vectorfields with completeflows F,', and X,-+X in K(M)'. We lay that X bas a (measureable) flow F, iff
(i) F,' ..... F, almost everywherefor each teR;
(li) for each teR and each compact set CeM. there is a compact let KeM
with CeK and F,'(C)eKfor al/ i=J. 2.....

One may similarly define a local flow. Standard examples of non-Lipschitz
vectorfields show that the flow need not be unique; therefore to specify a flow
one needs to specify a sequence X, satisfying 6.1. For the Hamiltonian case there
is usuaUy a natural way to do this. The question of existence is solved in 6.3.

ld with
v, then

r) a

"

£

6.2. Theorem. If F, satisfies (i) and (li) of 6.1 then F, is automatically a flow:
that is, Fr+a =F, 0 F. almost everywhere for each t, seRe
Proof. Clearly F/oF,' ..... F•• , a.e. Let CeM be compact and choose KI and
X2 compact so that F,'(C)eKI and F.'(KI)eK1 for all i. By EgorofI's theorem,
for any £>0, there is a set A eX. with II (A)<£ (by use of some smooth measure).
such that F.'-F. uniformly on C\A and F,'-F, uniformly on K1\,A, the uniformity being with respect to some metric on M. It follows easily that F,'oF.' ...
F,oF, pointwise on C\A, and so F,.,=F,oF, on C\A. Since this holds on the
union of these sets, it holds almost everywhere. 0
The basic existence theorem is an follows:

6.3.1beorem. Let a be a volume on M and XE~(M)'. Suppose tlrot
(i) X has compact support;
(D) sing suppX has measure zero,'

Ding a

!neraJ-

I:ctor-

looth
: disand
itary
ltra-

(ill) there are X, ..... X all with supports in some compact set andfor a sequence
of open sets U,lsing suPpX. X,=X outside V,;
(iv) divDX, are uniformly bounded.

Then X has a flow. In fact,
converges as in 6.1.

if Fr'

Is the flow

0/ X,.

lome subsequence of F,'

Since the theorem is designed for the Hamiltonian case, the proof will be postponed until 8.4.
The hypothesis (i) is no restriction; it is used so the flow will be complete.
Otherwise. we would obtain only a local flow; more precisely, if h=l on an open
set U and has compact support, the now of hX on U is the local flow of X.
The flow F, of X will be smooth outside sing supp X and in general suffers a
discontinuity as it "passes over" the singular support. Notice that an equation
like

d

X(m)=Tt F,(m).

rlcut
2<4"

1=0

-..-- ._-------------......piI--J.E. MARSDEN:
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or
1=0
.'

will hold only off sing supp X. But we do have

XU)=limit dd
,~oo

t

(F,~f)

(t=O);

see, however, 6.S.
The next result will be quite useful in the Hamiltonian case.
6.4. PropositJon. (i) In 6.1, suppose X,(f,)=O and /,-+/ a.e.,/or l,eF(m);
then/ o F,=1 a.e./or all teR;
(ii) if. in 6.1, divQ X, =0, then divQ X =0 and F, is measure preserving.(ill) if X,(f,)=O and /,-+/ a.e. all sing suppl lor /e§(M)" then 10F,=1
a.e. on the set (where it makes sense)

C,={meM: m ¢singsuppJ. F,(m)¢singsuppj}.
Proof. (i) We have l,oF,'=/,. Now argue as in 6.2 by Egorofrs theorem.
The proof of (iii) is similar.
For (ii), let If c: M lie in some compact set and have characteristic function CA'
Then, using (ii) of 6.1, we have by bounded convergence (take If a disc, say)

J

Pn(A) =limit C... oF,'dpn=J C... 0 F,dPn.
'''00

This proves the assertion.

0

6.5. Proposition. In 6.1, suppose X is locally bounded and X,-+X a.e. and locall), .
boundedly by an integrable function (thaI is, for each /e§ (M), X,(f) -+ X(/}
a.e. and locally dominated).
Thenfor each /e§(M), the generalized derivative of the map t .... fo F, is equal
to Lx/oF,. Briefly, for all teR. we hare

In particular, we have Lxf=O implies JoF,=1 a.e.
Proof. Let

Q)e~(M)

and teR. Then

limitJ F,~(Lxlf)·co=J F,.(Lxf)·co
,~oo

by the dominated convergence theorem. But also tbis equals

In this p
equal in'~
Notice t
removed. A
Finally'
fix a volum
F" then the
oftbis flow
self-adjoint
U, and F,.
limited, and
this way is ~
(or the Han
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6.6. Pro

(i) F,'(,

~. F,'(J
~n th4

Proof. I
By EOOROfl
uniformly (

.'

But if t is a
inequality. '

TheRfo
<e. Thus il
There is
aid in fulfil
probably A
Kelley thee
p. 112] and

limit dd J F, ~ f· co == dd limit J F, ~ I· co
' 'oc t
t ,~oo

two-dimens

since the generalized derivative is continuous. This proves the initial claim, and
0

smooth Ha

6.S follows.
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In this proof we have made use of the fact that if j, g are locally integrable and
equal in IF (M)', then they are equal a.e., which was proven following 2.1.
Notice that 6.5 does not make sense if the hypothesis of local integrability is
.. removed. Also, the techniques may be used to give an alternative proof of 6.4.
Finally we make a few remarks on the connection with Koopmanism. First,
fix a volume !2 on AI and suppose divnX =0. If X is smooth with complete flow
Ft , then there is induced a unitary flow U, on L 2 (M). The infinitesimal generator
of this flow is an extension of X, acting on ~(M). On the other hand if IX has a
self-adjoint extension (say X(~(M»c::L2(m», there will be a corresponding flow
Ur and Fr. (See HALMOS [3, p. 42-45].) However, this procedure is extremely
limited, and this is the reason for adopting 6.1. (We do not know if F, constructed
:!F(m); this way is a flow in the sense of 6.1, or conversely.) In any event, if we are given X
(or the Hamiltonian) as a distribution we cannot compute the infinitesimal generator in L 2 until we know the flow!

Appendix: Closed Orbits
A basic theorem of the smooth theory is that an orbit is periodic iff it is compact. or course this is false for measurable flows.
leorem.
6.6. Proposition. In 6.1 supposejor some meM that
(i) F,'(m) .... Fr(m) (jor 01/ teR), and F,(m) is continuous/or almost all teR;
on CA'
(ii) Fr I (m), or a subsequence are closed orbits with houndedperiods, i =1, 2, 3, •..•
lY)
~' Then there is a te:;O such that/or almost all teR, F,+.(m)=F,(m).
Proof. Let F/ have period t, and taking subsequences, we may assume ~, .... t.
By EOOROFF'S theorem, there is a setAc:R of measure <8 such thatF,'(m) .... F,(m)
uniformly off A, but in some interval containing all the periods. For t;A,
locally ..•
.. X(f)

F,+~(m)=limit F:+~(m)=limit F:+f_,.(m).
'''00

s equal

'''00

But if I is a point oC continuity of F,(m). this equals F,(m) in view of the following
inequality, where d is a metric on M;

Therefore we conclude that FH,(m) =F,(m) for aU t except on a set of measure
Thus it holds almost everywhere. 0
There is a variety of closed orbit theorems for smooth Hamiltonian flows to
aid in fulfilling the conditions of the theorem. The most important of these are
probably ABRAHAM'S closed orbit theorem (ABRAHAM [1, p. 178]), the LiapounovKelley theorem (ABRAHAM [1, p.180]) and ARNOLD'S theorem (ABRAHAM [1,
p. 112] and AllNoLD-A VEZ [I, p. 182]). We add a remark which isrestricted to the
two-dimensional case. (It should not be confused with ARNOLD·S theorem as we
allow critical points.)
and
The result is a follows (for this proposition only we assume a knowledge of
smooth Hamiltonian flows and the Morse lemma):
<to

I,
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6.7. Proposition. Let M be a two-dimensional symplectic manifold and H elF (M).
Suppose H has non degenerate critical points and its orbits are bounded. Then every
orbit is a closed orbit (or critical point) iff the critical points are of index zero or
two (i.e., are maxima or minima).
Proof. By the Morse lemma, if mo is a critical point of index O. then there is a
local chart in which

Proof.

~

if Xe~(M:
where cp:.!
so that

Thus. in either case the points in a neighborhood of every critical point lie in a
regular energy surface, and hence all points lie in a regular energy surface. But an
orbit in a regular energy surface which is bounded is closed (use ABRAHAM [1.p.40]).
The converse is equally clear. 0

proving the
uous and iJ
or directly.
Of pam

Chapter Two: HamDtoniau Systems
§ 7. Symplectic: Geometry

which extell

The basic setting of Hamiltonian mechanics, smooth or generalized, is a symplectic manifold. This section extends the basic operations to the generalized case.
Recall that a symplectic manifold (M.w) consists of a (finite dimensional)
manifold M and a non-degenerate closed two form 0>. Here 00 is smooth.
The basic structure theorem is as follows:

7.3.PI'Cl
extension )(
Proof. (
In partie
(given by 7,

7.1. Theorem (DARBoux). Let (M,o» be a symplectic manifold. Then M Is
even dimensional, say 2n, and/or each meM there is a coordinate chart (qt, ... , tf,
p .. ... t p,,) such that. locally,
II

co=

1: dq' Adpl'
'''1

For the proof, see ABRAHAM [I, § 14].
The most important example of a symplectic manifold is the cotangent bundle
of a manifold with the natural symplectic structure; ABRAHAM [1, p. 96]. We shall
deal with this case explicitly in § 9.
It is meaningful to talk about generalized symplectic forms although this does
not lead to a satisfactory theory. Clearly Darboux's theorem cannot hold in that
case.
Realll that if (M, co) is a symplectic manifold, we define O>j,: ~(M)-+~*(M);
co~(X) .Y=co(X, y), and it is an isomorphism. Its inverse is denoted 00,> and we
put Xb =2w~(X), a.= =!CO.(2).

7.l. Proposition. The maps X .... X~ and a: .... a.' have unique continuous extensions
to maps,'
b:

!l'(M)' _ !l'*(M)'

': ~.(M)' - !l'(M)'.

These are homeomorphisms and isomorphisms and are inverse 0/ each other. In/act.
Xb(y)= -X(yll)e§'(M)', and a.'CP) = -a:(jJf)e§'(M),/or Ye!l'(M). pe!£*(M).
Also, Xb=ixw (see 3.4).

.~

Recalltl
and
From ABIU

7.4. Pro
uow in the.;

The pro
basicformu

7.5. Pro
(i) {ex,
(Ii) {f
(iii) {f
(iv) I/J
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!F(M).

every
zero or
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Proof. Consider the maps so defined. First, they extend the usual ones, for

if Xe~(M), then
tp(X)'" y= -tp(X). Y"= -tp(X(y"»

where tp:

~(M) -~(M)'

is the embedding. But

X(yP)=2w. (Y,X)= -X"(Y).

so that

lie in a
But an
p.40]).

tp(X)"· y= tp(X") • y

proving the contention. Clearly", I map into ~·(M)' and ~(M)' and are continuous and inverses of one another. The statement X"=ixw follows by continuity,
or directly. 0
Of particular interest is the map

H t-+ Xs=(dH)#
which extends as well:
l

sym-

Sease.
,ional)

7.3. Proposition. The map X: F(M)-~(M); H ..... Xs has a unique continuous
extension X: fF(M)'-+~(M)'.lt is H ..... Xs=(dH)'.

Proof. Clear from 7.3 and 3.2. 0
In particular, if Hi-Hthen XS,-+XB • U He'(M)'. then in a canonical chart
(given by 7.1)

~q~

XB =

a 8H a}
Ln {OH
--;-:r--;-:r- .
OPI oq
oq OPI

lal

Recall that the Poisson bracket is given by

{a,p}= -[«',,8']"

for a,pe~·(M)

and
LIDdle
shall
does
that

.

'M)'
.
d we

rions

'act,
M).

{I. g}= -ixi ix.w=Lx./= -LXI g;

/. geF(M).

From ABRAHAM [I, p. 98] we see that {tx, dH}=LxBtx.
7.4. Proposition. The Poisson brackets have unique extensions to maps continuous in the jirst variable:
{, }: ~*(M)' x~*(M) -+ ~*(M)'
{. }: fF(M)' x fF(M)

-+

fF(M)'.

The proof is clear. By continuity or an easy computation. essentially all the
basic formulae carry over. We Jist a few for reference:
7.5. Proposition. Let jefF (M),. ge'(M), txe~·(M)', and pe!£*(M). Then
(i) {«, P}=-L.., P+LI • tx + 4(;,.$ iluD) and {tlf,
(il) {f,g}=Lx.f=-Lx,g;
(iii) {f,g}· p=-j(Lx.p) for pea;(M);
(iv) if Uti) is the standard volume given by
(_1)r(w A'" A O»/n!.

P}= -Lx, P;

r=lI(n -1)/2,
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then

8.3.1bea
Then
(i) F, U
theorem);
(li) HoE

(v) in a canonical ch:qrl,

0')

• (Of og
of
0Pi - 0Pi iJq' ;

{f,g}=,~ oq'
(vi) {df, dg}=d{f, g};

This is al

(vii) LXI co=O;
(viii) X U ••I = -[XI' X.].

Notice that by continuity we also have that a diffeomorphism F: M ..... M is
symplectic, that is, F.co=w, iff F.XS=XF • H for all He'(M)' iff F.{f,g}=
{F.f, F. g} for all fe' (M)', ge'(M).
Some other theorems do not carry over in full generality. For example, the
Poincare-Cartan theorem (ABRAHAM [I, p. 103}) holds only for functions and
n-forms, as F.a. does not, in general, make sense. However, a little more of the
relative integral invariant theorem can be recovered using S. 7.

§ 8. Hamiltonian Systems
The basic philosophy of Hamiltonian mechanics is that the Hamiltonian function should determine the time evolution of the system. This, in fact, motivated
our treatment of § 6. All the machinery of preceding sections makes our job here
particularly easy.

8.1. Theorem. LeI (M, co) be a symplectic manifold and
following are equivalent:

Xe~(M)'.

Then the

It is goo
T·R~R2 co

This corresp'
regular. Enel
in 8.3 does.
Noticetb
deduce conS!
dure as pro,
From S.~

bd~sao

The proof is clear by the generalized Poincare lemma 3.6. As usual. a vectorfield satisfying 8.1 is called locally Hamiltonian, and is (globally) Hamiltonian if
X=Xs for some He'(M)'.

since diva... ..'!
The USUI
pose His SD'
a constant c
Ifje'(M)'
identity. Sin
Dually,
ge'(M}. T
if 6.4 appJiCi
The sys~
section.
We now
• Hamiltoniar

8.2. Definition. Let X=XH be a Hamiltonian vector/ieldfor He'(M)'. We
say X is Hamiltonian regular ifj there exist H.e'(M) so H ..... H in '(M)', and
H ..... H almost everywhere off singsuppH (and so Xs, .... X s by 7.3) and X H •
satisfy the flow conditions oj 6.1.

8.4. 'Ibe4
Hamiltonian
measure zer
preserving (~

If sing supp H has measure zero (and dH has compact support), this always
holds. See 8.4.
The basic conservation theorem is as follows (it applies to the example in § 6
for instance):

Proof. A
step is to rei
f: M .... Mv
the Ascoli tI

(i) ixco is closed;

(li) Lxco=O;
(iii) Jor each meM there is a neighborhood U oj m so XI U=Xsl U jor some
He'(M)';
(iv) locally, there is an He'(U)' such thatJor each je'(U),Lxf={f. H};
(v) locall)" there is an He'(U)' such tluzljor each a.e~·(M), Lxa.={a.,dH}.

,
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8.3. lbeorem. Suppose X H , He'(M)' is Hamiltonian regular with flow F,.
Then
(i) F, is measure preserving with respect 10 the standard volume (Liouville's
theorem);
(ii) Ho F,=H a.e. on the set (whose complement has measure zero)

C,={meM: m;singsupp H; F,(m)¢singsuppH}.
This is an immediate consequence of 6.4 and the facts that

XH,(Hil={H" H,}=O, and LXH ,0 ... =0
-M is

if.g}=
pie. the
'ns and
: of the

functivated
Ib here

11

r'

len the

some
~.

H};

tlH}.
~tor

ian if

(7.S (vii»).

It is good to keep some examples in mind regarding 8.3. For instance. on
T· R~R2 consider the Hamiltonian

This corresponds to reflection off a wall at the origin. Obviously it is Hamiltonian
regular. Energy is conserved as long as we omit the origin. This is exactly what C,
in 8.3 does.
Notice that for f, geSF (M)', {I. g} is. in general meaningless. so that we cannot
deduce conservation of energy from {H. H} =0, but require some limiting procedure as provided by 6.3.
From 5.8 note that for any HeSF(M)' with sing suppHc::. Vo. where (M. Vo.
bd Vol is a compact orientable manifold with boundary. we bave

I i.{ixHO",)=O
since divn.. XH=O.
The usual elementary statements about constants of motion bold. First, suppose His smooth.fe'{M), and LXHI=O. or {I. H}=O. Then F,.f=l. or I is
a constant of the motion. and conversely. This follows by the now theorem 3.7.
If le'{M)' and ge'{M) are constants of the motion. so is {f.g} by the Jacobi
identity. Similar statements bold for one forms.
Dually. suppose HeF{M)' and LXHf=O for je'(M) and LXHg=O for
ge' (M). Then LXH {f. g} =0. These may be interpreted as constants of the motion
if 6.4 applies.
The systematic way of discovering constants of motion is given in the next
section.
We now prove the basic existence theorem for nows. promised in § 6. For
• Hamiltonian vectorfields the theorem is as foJJows:
8.4. Theorem. LeI (M, w) be a symplectic manifold and X H a generalizecl
Hamillonion vectorfield on M with ~ompact support and with Singular support oj
measure zero. Then XH possesses Q Hamiltonian regular flow which is meQsure
preserving (8.2).

ways
1l§6

Proof. As the proof is somewhat involved. we first sketch the idea. The first
step is to reinterpret nows as continuous maps from R to the measurabJe functions
J: M .... M with the metric of convergence in measure. Then in the framework of
the Ascoli theorem we extract a convergent subsequence from the approximating
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flows. Finally a further subsequence is extracted which converges almost everywhere. In view of 6.2, this will suffice.
Let C=singsuppH=singsuppXg , and let U" be a sequence of open sets
decreasing to C. Find HII .... H, H"eF(M)withH" =Houtside U.andsupp(dHJc:K
for a fixed compact set K.
Let Fr ll ) denote the complete flow of X B ... Clearly Fr") satisfy (i), (ii) of 6.1. It
thus is sufficient to show that some subsequence of Fr") converges almost everywhere. Also, it is enough to work in the compact set K.
In order to do this, consider the complete metric space A consisting oC measurable maps/: K .... K with the metric
dU,~8)=iof{reR, r~O: J.I {xeK: d(J(x), 8(x»>r}~r}

where p. is the volume measure on M and d is some metric on M.
Let C denote the topological space of continuous maps a: R .... A with the
topology of uniCorm convergence on compact sets (see KELLEY fl, Ch.7]). Let
Fc:. C denote the subset oC maps

, .... p,,,);

n=O, 1,2, ....

We claim that there is an infinite subset of F which is relatively compact in C;
that is, has compact closure. To see this, we verify the hypotheses of the classical
Ascoli theorem (KELLEY [I, p. 233 and 239 ex. GJ).
First we claim that F is uniformly equi-continuous. Equi-continuity at 10=0
means for any £>0 there is a 6>0 such that 1/1<6 implies d(F!"),I)<t for all n,
where I is the identity map. However this is clear since all Fl") equal a smooth now
on a compact set outside a set (UJ of arbitrarily small measure. Now uniform
equi-contiouity is immediate since

d(F,"), P':»=d(P,!!,o ,I),

by use of the semi-group property and the fact that each 11") is measure preserving.
(In the case of 6.3, here is where the uniform boundedness on the divergences is
applied.)
Secondly, we claim that for each leR the maps F,CII) have a convergent subsequence (in A). If this is not the case, we will obtain a contradiction by showing
{Fr")} is totally bounded and hence compact. In fact, let 6>0 and VII be a disc of
radius 6 about Pr") in A. It suffices to show a finite number of these cover {Pr")}.
If not, there is a subsequence whose members are a distance 6/2 apart, at least.
That is,
p. {x eK: d(F,")(x), F,"')(x» > b/2} >6/2.

Sjn~ K has finite measure, this means there is a further subsequence Ff"')(x) for
some xeK which does not have a convergent subsequence. This contradicts
compactness oC K.
Third, we claim that the subsequences chosen in the previous step may be
assumed the same for all t. In fact, choose a subsequence common to all rationals
II;' Then if I. -+ I, we have
""M»+d(F..")
d(r..tll)
j " F.("'»~d(..tll)
_
r,j" r,j,
,,,, F."»+d(F.."')
,
'" .Po"'»
,
•
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k flXed thl
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Choose k large so that the last two terms are <e/3 uniformly in n, and with this
k fixed the first term is small for n, m~N. Thus, this subsequence converges for
all teR.
~n sets
Thus, using the above subsequence for F. we see that F is relatively compact
'fJcK .'
in C and is uniformly equi-continuous. Hence by the Ascoli theorem there is a
subsequence which converges to an element F, of C uniformly on compact sets.
6.1. It
For each t then, 11") converges to F, in measure. Since it is uniform for Itl~a,
everywe can find a single subsequence converging almost everywhere for Itl~a (using
the proof in liALMos [I, p. 931.) Choosing a an integer, we can find a single subleasursequence F,(fI} converging to F, a.e. for all tER. This completes the proof. 0
Note that we have, as a corollary, that F, is continuous in t, using the metric
of convergence in measure.
This theorem is basic to our presentation and justifies the intuitive feeling that
if H, ..... H, the flows of XH, should converge (weakly); actually the theorem shows
th the
a subsequence may be necessary. More precisely, we have
). Let
8.5. CoroUary. Suppose, in 8.4 that for a sequence of open sets U,! sing supp H
we have H,=H outside U, and H ...... H in "'(M),. Thenfor some subsequence of
Hit X H is Hamiltonian regular.
in C;
The most important setting for Hamiltonian mechanics, smooth or not, is on
ssical
the cotangent bundle of a manifold, T* M, which has an intrinsic symplectic
structure. See ABRAHAM [I, § 14)). Locally, in the natural coordinates, it is given
to=O
by the formula in 7.1.
all n",
In this setting. Hamiltonians are typically given by (locally)
IlIo""iform
H(q, p)=i g'J(q) P, PJ+ Y(q)
every-

r

I.J

ving.
:es is
Ibsewing
Ie of

,

~(II)}

.

~st.

lor

licts
be

lals

where g arises from a Riemannian metric. It often occurs that g and V are not
smooth, as we have seen. However, intuition teUs us that the flow should produce
continuous curves in q-space, regardless of smoothness. This is in fact true in our
setting provided g are 10caIJy bounded functions and the approximating g converge
dominated by a locally integrable function. In fact, by the dominated convergence
theorem and the smooth equations of motion, we deduce

,
q'(t)= L J g'J(q(s»

PJ(s) ds

J 0

which proves the assertion. For further results along these Jines see Section 10
and MARSDEN [5].
Appendix A: Symplectic Maps
We have seen that the flow of a generalized Hamiltonian vectorfield is volume
preserving. It is reasonable to ask in what sense is it symplectic, or a canonical
transformation?
8.6. Definition. Let (M. (.I) be a symplectic mtmifold and F: M ..... M measurable.
We say F is sympJectic iff there exist smooth symplectic maps F,: M ..... M such that
(i) F,(x)-F(x) a.e.
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(ii)for each compaC't sel CeM there is a compact set KeM so F,(C)eK
for all i.

Notice that a statem~nt like F.w=w does not make sense in general. but here
limit fi. w=w.
8.7. Proposition. Suppose F is symplectic. Then
(i) limit{fi. It fi. g}={/. g}o F;

Proof. 1
of H,l(e) I
and teR. V
that Il(F,A-:

assume the
Howev~

H,-l(e), sill

''''00

(ii) limit fi. X,=X,.F
, ... oc

since Il, is J

for f.ge§r(M), Ihe limit being in !F(M)'.

Proof. Note thatfo F,-+fo Fin ~(M)'. Since F,-Fa.e. and the assumption

of using the dominated convergence theorem. Then (i) and (ii) are clear. for
{F, • .f, F,.g} ={I, g}oF, and F,.X,=X,.F,. 0
Thus, if XHe~(M)'. (HefF(M),) has flow F,. then F, is symplectic for each

(H)

teR.

Similar limiting statements hold for canonical transformations, provided
F,.t converges (ef. ABRAHAM [I. § 21] for notations). This holds in particular for
F,' as its generating function is -H,. More precisely, this motivates:
8.8. Definition. Lei (M. cu) be a symplectic manifold and F: R x M -+ R x M a
bijection (measurable). Then F is a canonical transformation fff there exist canonical
trans/ormations F,: R x M -+ R x M which are diffeomorphisms with generating
functions KF , such that F,-+F a.e. andfor each teR, FII-+F, as in the above (8.6)
and
KF, ..... K F in ~(RxM)'.

Thus all the usual equivalences will hold as limiting statements. In particular,
the flow F, of X H is canonical.
Appendix B: Energy Surfaces

For a smooth Hamiltonian system it is often useful to restrict one's attention
to a given energy surface; that is, H - I (e) for eeR a regular value of H. Then there
is induced on H-1(e) a measure preserving flow. (Just what this measure is may
be seen from the Hamiltonian flow box theorem: ABRAHAM [I, p. 142].)
One can also consider energy surl'aces in the generalized context and a similar
result holds as follows:
8.9. Theorem. Let (M. (0) be a symplectic manifold and X B a regular Hamiltonian system as in 8.S, with H, ..... H. Suppose eeR is a regular value of each H,
(or a subsequence) and of HI M\ (sing supp H) and the flow F, induces one defined
a.e. on the energy surface:
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This will happen for almost all eeR. Then there exists a smooth measure on E.
invariant under the Ilow induced on E••

and is callE

~
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(C)cK

ut here

Proof. The rust part is clear. For the second, each meE.lies in a neighborhood
of Hi'J(e) for some i, so a measure is inherited on I •. Let AcE. be measurable
and teR. We must show p{A)=p{FrA) where p is the measure on E•. First note
that p(FrA)=limitp(Fr' A) since CT,'" -.CF... almost everywhere on E•. (We may
'-00
assume the topological boundary of FrA, bas measure zero.)
However, we also have p(F,'{A»~p,(F,'(A» where p, is the measure on
Ht 1 (e), since p,=p if F,'(A) meets E•• Also,
p,(F, 'A)

=p,(A) ~p(A)

since pj is measure preserving and A cX•. Thus we have
p(F, A)~p{A).

Ilption
If, for

Similarly, using -t for t, we have
p(a)~p(F,A) ,

giving the result. 0
reach
This proof uses critically the fact that the energy sunaces H,- •(e) actually
with E. except on U,!sing suppH. The more general situation appears
coincide
Ivided
be
more
delicate, and perhaps the assertion is false there. Notice that the portion
to
ar for
of the energy sunace belonging to the singular part of H is automatically washed
out (has measure zero, corresponding to particles moving infinitly fast along it).
eM a
In this regard it is instructive to study the examples mentioned in § 6 and in the
mical
Introduction.
'atinr'
§ 9. Symmetry Groups IUd CODSenatioD Laws
'(8.6)
In this section we examine the classical method for obtaining conserved quantities, based on symmetry groups, in the geDeralized setting. This procedure aJso
works in the infinite dimensional case; see MARsDEN [I].
',ular,
One of the basic ingredients of the theory is the momentum of • vectorfield,
which turns out to be the conserved quantity. The first main result deals with
these momenta. It is a rigorization of SEGAL (I, p.4751 with an adaption from
STERNBERG (I, p. 147]. (For basic definitions about Lie groups, see ABRAHAM
ltion
[I, § 22] or TONDEUR [I ].)
here
9.1. Theorem (Correspondance Principle). Let ",: G x M -. M; "'.{m) ="'(g,m)
may
be an action (transformation group) of a Lie group G on the manifold M, which is
smooth. Let (jJ*: G x r* M -. r· M be the corresponding action induced on r* M
liJar
gitlen by
where a",eT!M.
If Xef£(M) is an infinitesimal generator of", and X· the corresponding one
for "'*, then
X·=Xp(x)
(Hamiltonian vectorfield, using the natural symplectic structure on
M), where

r·

P(X)e'(T* M);

and is called the momentum of X.

P(X)(cr..)=«.(X(m» ,
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Further, jor X, Ye!£(M),je'(M) we hove
-P([X, Yl)={P(X), P(Y)}
and
-(Lx f)-= {P(X), j-}
where j* =jot -, t*: T* M -. M being the canonical projection.
Remark. The action ,z,. is called Hamiltonian, since each infinitesimal generator is globally Hamiltonian. Note that ,z,: is symplectic for each ,eG. The theorem
is also of historical interest in the development of quantum mechanics.
Proof of 9.1. From the chain rule, we have

,z,:h(a..)=amo [T.(,z" ° ,z,Jr \
=,z,: ° ,z,: (a.),
and from the local formu]a, ,z,. is smooth, so is an action.
Let Fr be the flow of X, so that Fr* is the flow of X*, where
F,*(am)=amo [TmF,rJ·

9.2. TIl
ojaLiegrj
each H, is
and F, is tJ

Proof. ]
for all i. N
HBis

compact)

~

regular.

In appl
9.3.1b
action on 1
H,invarlan
whereF, is
Proof. ~
For elUl

Then we have
(F,*)*8=8

where 8 is the canonical one-form on T* M, given by
(8(am)· w_m = -amO Tt*(w~»).

For this, see ABRAHAM [1, 14.16]. Therefore, L x.8=O, or

'x. 118= -II i x.8,

or X*=X -'(XO).

However, we have Tt*oX*=Xot* since t*op,*=Frot* which means
8(X*)· (a.,) = -am· Tt*oX*(a.)=P(X). am.

In a natural chart, we have

w~Sis

, "'en Jl
rolations. ~
by 9.3, aDJ
mpondstc
As

aDO'

not(seeap,
tonian is eli
time. H g iI
rentz actio]
htvariance)

P(X)=LP, X'

and with this, a simple computation shows -P[X, Y] ={P(X.), P(X2 )}.
For the second formula, note that Lxej*=(Lxj)*, from t*oF,*=Frot*,
so that {P,f*}= -Lx"(ll,f* = -Lxoj*. The formula may also be proven
10caJly. 0
One can define a generaUzed action of a group on M in much the same way
as we did for the special case of flows in 6.1, where now the infinitesimal generators
will be generalized vectorfields. In this case aU of the above theorem carries over
(for P([X, Y]), one of X or Y must be smooth) and can in fact be used to obtain
non-smooth constants of the motion for smooth Hamiltonian systems (as in 9.3
below). Since this seems to have no important applications and is straightforward
anyway, we omit the details.

Suppos
an action cJ
natural to'
show this i
9.4. Del
We say INJ
M is the dJ
morphic to

For exa
group (COD
Thema
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9.2. 'I1leorem. Let (M, co) be a symplectic manifold and II a Hamiltonian action
of a Lie group on M. Suppose H elF (M)' is Hamiltonian regular (8.2). H, -. Hand
each H, is invariant,' ",* H,=H,. Then if XJ[ is an It(initesimal generator of II,
and F, is theflow of X B , we have
.

KoF,==K
generabeorem

a.e. for each teR.

Proof. Let G, be the fJowofXJ[ so that G,*H,=H,. or LxICH,==O. or Lx. K==O
for all i. Now 6.4 applies. 0
'
H H is invariant under II, conditions in the appendix are given (e.g .• G is
compact) which guarantee the existence of invariant Hh making H Hamiltonian
regular.
In applications, the following special case is the most important.
9.3. Theorem. LeI flJ be an action on M and tP* the corresponding Hami/lonian
action on T* M. Let HeF(M)' be Hami/tonian regular (B.2) with H, .... H and each
HI invariant under tP*. Then if X is an Winitesima/ generator oj tP. P(l') 0 F, =P(X),
where F, is thejlow of XB and P(l') is the momentum oj X (9. I}.
Proof. Clear from 9.1 and 9.2. 0
For example, let M=R 3 , T* M~R6 and

H (q, p)=! p2 + Ds(q).
where S is the unit sphere in R3 , and Os is the delta function on S.
Then H is Hamiltonian regular with H,-. H as in B.S and H, invariant under
rotations. (This is clear here but is proven generally in the Appendix.) Therefore,
by 9.3, angular momentum is conserved under the flow. Physically. the flow corresponds to a particle reflecting elastically from a sphere.
As another example. let g be a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M. smooth or
not (see appendix to § 10). We may regard !ge:F(T* MY and its flow as a Hamiltonian is called the geodesicf/ow. The curve parameter in this case is called proper
time. If g is invariant under an action we get conserved quantities by 9.3 (the Lor:entz action for example). and integral curves are preserved by the action (Lorentz
invariance).

way
tors
)Ver
lain
9.3
'ard

Appendix: Distributions Invariant under an Action
Suppose H is a generalized function on a manifold M and H is invariant under
an action tP of a Lie group G on M. As we saw in the conservation theorems, it is
natural to work with smooth functions H,-.H so H, are also invariant. Here we
show this is possible under simple hypotheses on the action II.
9.4. DeflaitioD. Let fIJ be a (smooth) action oj a Lie group G on a manifold M.
We say that an orientable IUhmanifold N oj M is a global eross-sec:tfOD jor ~ fff
M is the disjoint union oj the IUhmanifo/tis tP,(N)jor geG; that is, Mis dfJeomorphic to N x G by flJ.
.
For example. the translation group on R" has a cross section. but the rotation
group (compact) does not.
The main result is as follows.

M

=

'¥ttrn
~

1
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9.S. Theorem. Let • be an action 0/ a Lie group G on a mani/old M and H a
generalized/unction invariant under. (.,.H=H for all geG). Suppose either
(i) G is compact, or

CIi) • possesses a crois-section.
Then there exist smooth functions Hi invariant under. and H,-+ H. Further,
the H, can be chosen so that 8.S holds.

Proof. (i) Let p denote (left) Haar measure on G (induced by translates of an
orientation at the identity). Suppose HieS(M) and Hi -+H. Define a map
Hi: M-+R by
H,(m)= I H;(.,(m»dp (g)/p (G)
G

This sc

In 10.1 we
extended i
on mixing
flow UniQl
geodesic fl

10.1.1

for meMo Clearly H, is invariant under ., by the change of variables formula.
AllIo, H, is smooth, since it is the composite of Ht and ., and we may differentiate
under the integral sign. (In fact, it is easy to see that

I cIJ,.(dHDdp(g)/p(G)

dH,=

Uthe 1
ForexaDl]
delta funC1
tions.

G

metric g,

t.I

(kinetic en
o/RandE.
define the 1

in the sense that for each Xe9'(M),
dH(X)(m)=

I [cIJ,. dH'(X)] (m) dp(g)/p(G).)
G

Finally, we must show that H,-+H. Let we~(M) so that I H{w-+H(w). Then

I H,ro= I I H; 0 cIJ.(m) dp(g)dv(m)/p(G)

M

MG

where \' is the (signed) measure of ro. By FUBINl's theorem, this equals

I(I Hi o .,(m) dv(m»

dp (g)/p (G) .

G M

Letting i-+oo, we have the result, since fJ,.H{(ro)-+.,.H(ro)=H(w) and the
convergence may be assumed uniform by DE RHAM-SCHWARTZ regularization
({cIJ•• ro: geG} is a bounded set), see 3.S.
For (ii), define a generalized function Ho on N by
Ho(a.)=H(rll'.p)/ I p

where P(X
Thenfl

~

,i) lim
reo,

(ii) I G.
where 11. iJ

Recall
variant unl
integrable,

(aconstaDt
In local

G

lor ae~(N), dimN=k and pea;-i(G). This docs not depend on p, since
pt-+ H(a. A P)IIG P is represented by a constant function by invariance of H. Now
let H{o-+Ho and define H, by H,(n,g)=H{o(n). The H, are smooth, invariant
under cIJ and H,-+ H.
It is easy to argue that we can simultaneously obtain the conditions of 8.S by
a slight modification 01 the above Hio in both cases. In fact, rmd U,lsing suppH
and hi such that h, = I on a neighborhood of sing suppH and with support in
U, (open). Symmetrizing as above (in each case), we may assume hi are invariant
under cIJ. Let the new H, be defined by

h, H,+(1-h,) H,
which fulfill the requirements.

0

(summatiol
tennis om
For the

10.2. L
if/e'(T·
(i)limi

reo.

and
(ii)

I {J

2S~lWfc
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If the hypotheses of 9.S are dropped, it is easy to construct counter examples.
For example. consider an action of R on R2 with a saddle point at (0. 0). Then the
delta function at (0. 0) is invariant but caDDot be approximated by invariant fUD~
nons.
§10. ApplicatioDS
This section contains a variety of theorems of more direct physical interest.
In 10.1 we prove the classical virial theorem in the smooth. but global case. This is
extended in 10.3 to the generalized case. We establish aD elementary proposition
on mixing in 10.4 and 10.S proves that the generalized eigenfunctions of a smooth
flow uniquely determine it. In the appendix we brieny consider (non-smooth)
geodesic flows from the Hamiltonian point of view.
10.1. Theorem (Viriallbeorem). Let M be a manifold with pseudo-Riemannian
metric g. and suppose H=T+ Ve§'(T* M), where

T(cx.)=t g(m)· (a"" am)
(kinetic energy). and Ve§'(M) (potential energy). Suppose eeR is a regular value
of H and I~=H-J(e)iscompact (I,mayalsobea component). For each Xe!I(M),
define the nTia) function Gxe'(T* M) by
Gx(<<m)=dT(am>. Xp(x)(cx.)+dV(m). X(m)
where P(X) is the momentum of X (9.1).
Then if F, ;s the flow of X H. we have

, Then

r

Id the
Ultion

I

(i) limit !GxoF.(a..)dslt=O;
'-000

0

!

(ii) Gx dJJ~=O.
where p~ is the invariant measure on I~.

Recall that a measure preserving flow is ergodic iff whenever a set A is invariant under the now. A or its complement is of measure zero. Then for each /
integrable. we would have
I

limit! /0 Fsd sit =J/ dp,/p,{E.)
,-oCD

since
Now
lriant
.5 by

IppH
Irt in
riant

0

(a constant) almost everywhere, by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem (see HALMos [3]).
In local coordinates, the function Gx is given by
lJ
I
IJ
iJX1) 1 iJg
)
r(
av '()
Gx(q,PJ)=-g (q)PIP"aqr{q +'2aqr{q P,P)

q)+ iJq' X q

(summation convention); we omit the simple computation. Classically. the second
term is omitted; tbat is. the space is assumed flat .
For the proof of 10.1. we prepare:
10.2. Lemma. Under the conditions 0/ 10.1 (or on any symplectic manifold),
if /e§(T· M).
I

J {f.H}oF.ds/f=O
,--co 0

(i) limit

and
(ii)

I {f.H}dp,=O.

2S An:h. Ralioaal MIlCh. AAaI•• VaL 21

on E,.
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Proof. On I",

we have

d
{I, H}o F,=Tt (fo F,),

so that as/is bounded, (i) is clear.
To prove (ii),let a. denote the volume on I •. Then on I.,

{I, H} O. =Lx" (f0.) =d(ix,,/O.) .
Therefore (ii) follows by 3.2 [Iii). 0
Proof of 10.1. We claim that Gx =(H, P(X)} which, in view of the lemma will
give the result. Now

(H, P(X)}=Lxpcr ) T+Lxpcr ) V
= tiT· X p (X) , dV· X p (X) •

However, dV. Xp(X) =dV· X (see 9.1). 0
In the case of a Hamiltonian regular (8.2) system we proceed as follows:
to.3.Theorem (Generalized ViriaITheorem). Consider a Hamiltonian regular
system 0/ the type in 8.5 on T* M with each H, 0/ the type in 10.1; H,=T+ V,.
Suppose all H,-l(e) lie in some compact set and
that (dV,. X) a,,' converges in Q"(M)' to

0.' is the volume on H,-l(e). Suppose

(dV· X) 0,,+0.,
the/irst term denoting the smooth portion on I. and a. the "singular part".
Then if the/low is ergodic on I", we have:

limit (/ tiT· Xp(X) tlt)/t=(I dY· all + I a.)/p.(I,,).
'-000

0

3n

calledtb
smooth j
In su
in detail
equation
case of b
otherwisl
Othel

partition

Next
proach tl
Recal
mixiDg if

(It is eno
mixing i
limit is II

·~0.4.
and supp
8.9 are III

Prool
and

Proof. For each I, we have

I dT· Xp(X) a;+ I dV,+O: =0.
Now if we let i -+ co, since 0,,'-+ a" (see 8.9) as measure, the first term converges to

JdT· Xp(X) all,
which by ergodicity equals the time average. The second term converges to the right
side by 2.8. 0
For example, suppose on R6 n that

Then if we put
3n T/2=limit
'-000

,
J L p~/2m,oF.dslt

0

for.A t BI
With
for SetW
mixing, 1
vature. ,.
interestUl
refuted.
WC!

incidentJ:
isdefinecl
c/.3.8.
Thcl
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we have (using X(q)=q in 10.3),
3n T=limit
.... co

UP VJ"(qJ)' qJ a!+ I<J
r f'Y,~(q,-qJ)' (q,-qJ) O.'}/p..(EJ,

called the vidal equation of state. (The right side contains singular terms and
smooth ones; for example, the pressure exerted by a wall.)
In summary, the usual formalism of statistical mechanics goes through, but
in detail there are non-trivial technicalities. It would be interesting to see the virial
equation of state worked out rigorously (I.
the above limit evaluated) in the
case of bard spheres in a box. (It is non-trivial that the flow on E, is ergodic, but
otherwise, the hypotbeses of 10.3 seem to hold.)
Other elementary theorems of statistical mechanics also hold, such as equipartitioD of euergy, in this context See MARsDEN-WIGHTMAN [4. § 6.2] for details.
Next we prove a theorem on ergodicity. This moy provide an alternative approach to SINAl·s theorem. (See ARNow-AVEZ [I. p. 64].)
Recall that a measure preserving flow F, on a finite measure space M is
mixiog iff for each A, BeM measurable.

e.,

na will

'.

limit Il{F_,(A)nB)=Il(A) p(B)/p(M).

t.

'''a:o

~gular

'+V,.
rppose

(It is enough to verify this for a family generating the measurable sets.) Obviously
mixing implies ergodicity. A family of flows is anlformJy mlxiDg iff the above
limit is uniform in F,.
10.4. Proposition. Consider a Hamiltonian regular system of the type in 8.S
and suppose the smooth flows on the energy IIIT/aces Hil(e), or components. 0/
8.9 are uniforml}' miXing/or A, BeE•. Then the limitflow is mixing on X•.
Proof. (See proof of 8.9.) We have

and

limit limit PI(F!.,(A) n B) = p(A) p{B)/p(E.)
'''00 '''CI)
limit p,(F~,(A) ('\B)= p(F_,(A)" B)
'''a:o

es to

ight

for A, BeE,. By uniformity we may interchange the limits. 0
With regard to SINAl'S theorem and this technique, there seems to be some hope
for getting bounds on the rate of convergence of the limit in the definition of
mixing, by using properties of geodesic flows, perhaps in terms of the total curvature. We also propose a similar method for the case of k-systems. It would be
interesting to have this program carried out, or even to have these conjectures
refuted.
We next give an application to smooth Hamiltonian systems. There are.
incidently. several trivial but useful facts. For exampJe. if meM and A..e.F(M)'
is defined by 6",=A .. 011) then misacriticalpoint of Xsfor He.F(M) iff {H,A ..} =0.

c/.3.S.
The main theorem is:
10.5. Theorem. Suppose He.F(M), where (M. w) is a IJImplectlc mtmifold.
and suppose IMtlhe/low of Xs Is complete. Then the generalized elge11functlons 0/

.'

\-

,

~~

------------------------__-m~. .~------

.. " ,,:V
'.
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the/low (or equir:alently o/iXs ) completely determines the/low. That is, two smooth
Hamiltonian/lows with the same eige'1!unctions are equal.
To prepare the proof, we recall a few facts from the Gelfand spectral theory
(GELFAND-VlLENKJN [4])'appropriate to this case.
II X B has a complete flow Fr, then as we have seen, iXB is symmetric (and has
a self-adjoint extension by STONE'S theorem in L 2 (M)}. Then we say /e'(M)'
is an elgeafUDction (complex valued now!) with eigenvalue A iff iLxH/=A/(Lx
given by 3.3 with complexification). From the flow theorem (smoothness essenti:'
here), 3.7, this is equivaJent to F,./=exp(o..t)/. For AeR, Jet E).={je'(M)':
iXB(f)=)./} and for ge~(M), g).: E). -+C, g).(f) =/(g a.). The map ,)' is called
the spectral decomposition of g.
The main spectral theorem is that the real spectrum of iXB is complete; that
is g). =0 for all real A implies g=O. (This holds for any self-adjoint operator.)
Proof of 10.5. Suppose F, and G. are two flows (smooth) with the same eigen-

algebra i
In gel
is not de
are local

where

(See HEL
Also,
correspol

functions. Let/el';(M)andg=F,.!-G•• /. SinceF,and G,arediffeomorphisms,
and, by definition g), =0. Therefore, as the spectrum is complete,
F,./=G,./ for /e~(M). Therefore by continuity and uniqueness (2.S),
F,./=G.. ! for all /e'(M),. (Here smoothness is used very strongly again.)
Choose /=fJ .. and F,.fJ",=fJF,(ttI) (3.8) to conclude cSF,'m,=cSO,(ttI), proving the
assertion. 0

break d(l
in the ba

Appendix: Generalized Geodesic Flo ....s

.~~

Since the motion of a particle in a potential can be thought of as geodesic
motion, it is natural to ask what happens to Riemannian geometry when the
metric g is not smooth. Here we give a brief indication. See also MARSDEN [5].

theorems '
CoUoquiw

ge~(M)

10.6. Definition. A generalized pseudo-Riemannian metric on a manifold M is a
tensor ge5"r/(M), (contravariant here) which is symmetric and non-degenerate
(g(<<, p)=O/or all pe~·(M) implies «=O}.
Let T, be the kinetic energy 0/ g on T· M, (locally, T,(q,p)=! g'J(q)p,PJ)'
and suppose the Singular support has measure zero. Then the (possibly local) /10 ....
determined by 8.S/or H =T, is called the generalized geodesic Dow 0/ g, on T· M.
Usually g is locally integrable, so that we may relate covariant and contravariant components. From conservation of energy (8.3) we have preservation of
the inner product along tbe flow, wherever that product makes sense.
It seems reasonable to let the metric carry the singular geometric information
rather than the differentiable structure of the manifold. This is the point of view
we have taken throughout the paper.
Since geodesic motion is a special case of the motion of a Hamiltonian system,
all the theorems of § 7 -10 apply. so we shall not repeat these bere. Instead we
discuss connections.
A generalized coDDectlon is a map P: ~(M) x~(M)' -+~(M)' so that r is
, (M) linear in the first argument, R-linear in the second and r (X,/ Y) =
/ P(X, Y)+ Y· (Lxf)e~(M)' for X, Ye~(M),je.F(M). As usual we write
Px y == P(X, Y). Then Px extends as a (generalized) derivation of the full tensor

Thes
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algebra in the usual way. The torsioD of Vis

T(X. Y)=VxY-VrX-[X. Y].
al theory
(and bas
efF(M),
:}.f(LxH
essential
fF(M)':
iscalled

)n general the curvature

R(X. Y)= Vx Vr - Vr Vx - VIX rl
is not defined. However if (in local coordinates say) the components of
are locally bounded, we can define 1RI J.t as the generalized coefficients of

" w'
dw'I + 't"

~,

r. rh

AW P,

p"l

where

'te; that
,or.)
Ie eigen'Ph isms.
ImpJete.

s (2.5).
again.)
ing the

(See HELGASON [I, p.44].)
Also. if g is a JocaJly bounded pseudo-Riemannian metric, we can define a
corresponding connection Vby HELGASON [I, p. 48].
The standard theorems of Riemannian geometry and the calculus of variations
break down in the non-smooth case. For example, two arbitrarily close points
in the base manifold need not be joined by a geodesic. For a further discussion,
see MARSDEN [51.
Note added in proof. (i) The assumption that H,=H outside U, in 8.5 [resp. X,=X in 6.3]

~:nd~r
'EN

[5].

M isa
mt'rale

may be weakened to: H,-H is bounded by 11,-+0 outside U, in the C2 topology [resp. X,-Xis
bounded by &, in the Cl topology].
(ii) Some interesting examples of DOD-uniqueness have been const.ruc$ed, as well as some

theorems which will suarantee uniqueness of nows. See J. MARSDEN. Appliec1 Mathematics
Colloquium LectUIC(mimeosrapbed). Princeton Univcrsity.1968.
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